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Introduction
The data that powers and enables our digital economy is processed, stored and managed by computer
servers, which may be consolidated together into purpose built facilities (data centres) remote from the
businesses they support, or located in-house in server rooms and cupboards (“Distributed IT”).
Servers come in many shapes and sizes and the current industry trend within the data centre environment
is towards fewer, larger and more powerful devices with higher processing capacity. These can deliver
economies of scale because one large machine has the processing capability of multiple smaller machines.
This trend has been driven by the increasing demand to compute data and by the consolidation of multiple
workloads onto single servers (eg through virtualisation). In turn this has driven a growing need for
machines with high performance computing capabilities. It is also driven by cost considerations because
these larger machines are more energy efficient (measured by work per unit of energy consumed).
Proposed power thresholds for idle servers
Server utilisation (how busy the server is and how much of its capacity is taken up by work) varies over time
and depends on the applications and services it supports. Servers are not busy all the time. A server that is
not doing any work is said to be in “idle mode” but it still uses some power. The European Commission has
the laudable intention of decreasing overall energy consumption used by servers. Their proposals, under
the EcoDesign Directive1, include setting maximum thresholds for power use by servers when in idle mode.
Idle mode power limitations are vocally supported by NGOs who are also keen to minimise unproductive
energy use.
Industry fully supports improved energy efficiency and carbon productivity but does not support idle power
limits because there is, unfortunately, a problem with the Commission’s legislative proposals. Setting idle
power limits is not an effective way to decrease total server energy consumption and will lead to
unintended consequences.
The idle limits that are being put forward are biased toward lower performing, lower power servers.
Focusing solely on idle without considering performance capability will essentially preclude the sale and
deployment of many high performance servers. Think of a bus which has a larger engine and higher fuel
consumption than an individual car but can transport more people at once and is therefore far more
efficient than using multiple cars to do the same job. Legislating idle limits is the equivalent of banning
buses in favour of cars. It will also drive the market in the wrong direction, away from larger machines that
can consolidate the work, and will encourage a proliferation of smaller devices. The workload remains the
same regardless of whether it is performed by one high performance server or multiple low performance
servers but the total idle power of multiple low performance servers will be greater than that of the
individual high performance server they replace (see worked example in Table 1).
The result will be an increase in net energy and resource use because more devices take up more space,
have greater collective idle and active power demand, contain more components and have higher
embedded energy and material requirements.

The EcoDesign Directive aims to improve the energy performance of a range of devices, grouped by
product type into different lots. Servers and storage are being addressed by DG GROW through Lot 9).
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techUK Data Centre Council observations
In view of these facts, techUK’s Council of Data Centre Operators makes the following observations:


Server manufacturers and operators are highly cognisant of the energy performance of servers.
Energy is the biggest operational costs for data centres. Consequently there is strong market
competition on server efficiency.



The Commission proposals are likely to be counterproductive in terms of sector energy efficiency.



The proposals are likely to create market distortion, favouring less efficient devices.



The proposals fail to recognise that data centres are complex environments or that a system
approach is necessary to achieve good energy stewardship.



Data centre operators make extensive use of relevant standards and best practices such as the
European Code of Conduct for Data Centres and various Green Grid tools, which provide systemic
and auditable energy management tools more appropriate to this complex environment than onesize-fits-all requirements targeted at individual elements.



The projected savings will not be achieved by implementing the policy proposals.

Worked example - Table 1
SERT Active
Pass or Fail Idle
Efficiency Score Idle Power (W)
Limit
(Perf/W)

1 Processor
Socket Server
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Socket Server
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Performance
Server
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Performance
Server
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Performance
Server
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Server
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Servers to
Deliver
Workload
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Complete Work

75.41
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1
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13.23
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22

843

99.5
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1

178

9.2

91

Pass

31

2800

Power demand (see table 1)
techUK, in conjunction with DIGITALEUROPE, has evaluated a dataset of over 100 one and two processor
socket servers to understand the impact of the server idle limits proposed in the Lot 9 Server Energy
Efficiency Requirements. We have applied the proposed EU idle adders and idle limits to the dataset and
determined which servers would pass and which would fail. The examples we have provided in both cases
compare the most inefficient server (as measured by the SERT active efficiency metric) that passes the idle
limit to the most efficient server that fails the idle limit.
What we find is that the regulation, as proposed, will remove some of the most efficient servers in the
market and result in an increase in data centre power use. This occurs because more, less efficient servers
would be required to do the same workload in the data centre. As a result the combined power
consumption and idle power demand will significantly exceed the power requirements and idle power
demand of the more efficient server despite the fact that individually it has a higher idle. In the case of the
two socket server, the least efficient server requires 16 times as much power as the most efficient server
In each case, the requirement for multiple servers to do the same amount of work has further
repercussions on space and cooling requirements
Space: The fact that multiple smaller servers take up more space can also be demonstrated here. A small

server resembles a pizza box in dimensions and is referred to as 1U. A double server (two pizza boxes
stacked) is 2U. A standard rack2 represents 42U or 42 x 1U servers or 21 x 2U servers. A workload that
requires a rack of the most efficient servers would need at least an order of magnitude more racks to house
the lower powered servers cited in figure 1 to do the same workload. A rack takes up about 1.5 square
metres of floor space.
Cooling: In terms of cooling required, assuming the PUE3 is 1.6, which is about average for a commercial
data centre, each KW of energy to run the IT requires a further 0.6KW of power for ancilliary functions like
cooling. So there will be an additional power demand to factor in, both for the aggregated demand of
multiple low power servers and the demand of the single high powered device, the total power demand
being 1.6 x the server power demand in each case.
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A rack is a purpose built structure to house servers, generally in a vertical stack where they can be slotted in and
connected to power, network and other services.
3
PUE or Power Usage Effectiveness is the ratio between total energy demand of the facility and the energy demand of
the IT within it. The lower the PUE, the more efficient the facility is considered to be. PUE should be measured on
the basis of cumulative energy use averaged over a time period such as a year. See the Green Grid for PUE metrics.

